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As European trade increased during the 11th and 12th centuries, the ancient town of 
London grew into a city. Its port bustled with activity. Its streets were crowded with 
small businesses and a rising middle class. In the following selection, a 12th-century 
Londoner describes life in the city. 
 
READING FOCUS: 
Would you have liked to live in 12th-century London? Support your explanation with 
reasons. 
 
 
Among the noble and celebrated cities of the world that of London, the capital of the 
kingdom of the English, is one which extends its glory farther than all the others and 
sends its wealth and merchandise more widely into distant lands. Higher than all the rest 
does it lift its head. It is happy in the healthiness of its air; in its observance of Christian 
practice; in the strength of its fortifications; in its natural situation; in the honour of its 
citizens; and in the modesty of its matrons. It is cheerful in its sports, and the fruitful 
mother of noble men. Let us look into these things in turn. 
 
If the mildness of the climate of this place softens the character of its inhabitants, it does 
not make them corrupt in following Venus, but rather prevents them from being fierce 
and bestial, making them liberal and kind. 
 
In the church of St. Paul there is the episcopal seat. Once it was metropolitan, and some 
think it will again become so, if the citizens return to the island, unless perhaps the 
archiepiscopal title of the blessed martyr, Thomas, and the presence of his body preserves 
that dignity for ever at Canterbury where it is at present. But as St. Thomas has made 
both cities illustrious, London by his rising and Canterbury by his setting, each can claim 
advantage of the other with justice in respect of that saint. As regards the practice of 
Christian worship, there are in London and its suburbs thirteen greater conventual 
churches and, besides these, one hundred and twenty-six lesser parish churches. 
 
It has on the east the Palatine castle [Tower of London], very great and strong: the keep 
and walls rise from very deep foundations and are fixed with a mortar tempered by the 
blood of animals. On the west there are two castles very strongly fortified, and from these 
there runs a high and massive wall with seven double gates and with towers along the 
north at regular intervals. London was once also walled and turreted on the south, but the 
mighty Thames, so full of fish, has with the sea’s ebb and flow washed against, loosened, 
and thrown down those walls in the course of time. Upstream to the west there is the 
royal palace [Westminster] which is conspicuous above the river, a building 
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incomparable in its ramparts and bulwarks. It is about two miles from the city and joined 
thereto by a populous suburb. Everywhere outside the houses of those living in the 
suburbs, and adjacent to them, are the spacious and beautiful gardens of the citizens, and 
these are planted with trees. Also there are on the north side pastures and pleasant 
meadow lands through which flow streams wherein the turning of mill-wheels makes a 
cheerful sound. Very near lies a great forest with woodland pastures in which there are 
the lairs of wild animals: stags, fallow deer, wild boars and bulls. The tilled lands of the 
city are not of barren gravel, but fat Asian plains that yield luxuriant crops and fill the 
tillers’ barns with the sheaves of Ceres. 
 
There are also outside London on the north side excellent suburban wells with sweet, 
wholesome and clear water that flows rippling over the bright stones. Among these are 
Holywell, Clerkenwell and St. Clement’s Well, which are all famous. These are 
frequented by great numbers and much visited by the students from the schools and by 
the young men of the city, when they go out for fresh air on summer evenings. Good 
indeed is this city when it has a good lord! . . . St. Paul, the church of the Holy Trinity, 
and the church of St. Martin have famous schools by special privilege and by virtue of 
their ancient dignity. But through the favour of some magnate, or through the presence of 
teachers who are notable or famous in philosophy, there are also other schools. On feast-
days the masters hold meetings for their pupils in the church whose festival it is. The 
scholars dispute, some with oratory and some with argument.  Boys of different schools 
strive against each other in verses, or contend about the principles of grammar and the 
rules governing past and future tenses. Others use epigrams, rhythm and metre in the old 
trival banter.  
 
Those engaged in business of various kinds, sellers of merchandise, hirers of labour, are 
distributed every morning into their several localities according to their trade. Besides, 
there is in London on the river bank among the wines for sale in ships and in the cellars 
of the vintners a public cook-shop. There daily you may find food according to the 
season, dishes of meat, roast, fried and boiled, large and small fish, coarser meats for the 
poor and more delicate for the rich, such as venison and big and small birds. If any of the 
citizens should unexpectedly receive visitors, weary from their journey, who would fain 
not wait until fresh food is brought and cooked, or until the servants have brought bread 
or water for washing, they hasten to the river bank and there find all they need. However 
great the multitude of soldiers and travellers entering the city, or preparing to go out of it, 
at any hour of the day or night—that these may not fast too long, and those may not go 
out supperless—they turn aside thither, if they please, where every man can refresh 
himself in his own way. Those who would cater for themselves fastidiously need not 
search to find sturgeon or the bird of Africa or the Ionian godwit.  
 
Immediately outside one of the gates there is a field [Smithfield] which is smooth both in 
fact and in name. On every sixth day of the week, unless it be a major feast-day, there 
takes place there a famous exhibition of fine horses for sale. Earls, barons and knights, 
who are in the town, and many citizens come out to see or to buy. It is pleasant to see the  
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high-stepping palfreys with their gleaming coats, as they go through their paces, putting 
down their feet alternately on one side together. Next, one can see the horses suitable for 
esquires, moving faster though less smoothly, lifting and setting down, as it were, the 
opposite fore and hind feet: here are colts of fine breed, but not yet accustomed to the bit, 
stepping high with jaunty tread; there are the sumpter-horses, powerful and spirited; and 
after them there are the war-horses, costly, elegant of form, noble of stature, with ears 
quickly tremulous, necks raised and large haunches. As these show their paces, the 
buyers first try those of gentler gait, then those of quicker pace whereby the fore and hind 
feet move in pairs together. . . . 
 
By themselves in another part of the field stand the goods of the countryfolk: implements 
of husbandry, swine with long flanks, cows with full udders, oxen of immense size, and 
woolly sheep. There also stand the mares fit for plough, some big with foal, and others 
with brisk young colts closely following them. 
 
To this city from every nation under heaven merchants delight to bring their trade by sea. 
The Arabian sends gold; the Sabaean spice and incense. The Scythian brings arms, and 
from the rich, fat lands of Babylon comes oil of palms. The Nile sends precious stones; 
the men of Norway and Russia, furs and sables; nor is China absent with purple silk. The 
Gauls come with their wines. 
 
London, as historians have shown, is a much older city than Rome, for though it derives 
from the same Trojan ancestors, it was founded by Brutus before Rome was founded by 
Romulus and Remus. Wherefore they still have the same laws from their common origin. 
This city is like Rome divided into wards; it has annual sheriffs instead of consuls; it has 
its senatorial order and lower magistrates; it has drains and aqueducts in its streets; it has 
its appointed place for the hearing of cases deliberative, demonstrative and judicial; it has 
its several courts, and its separate assemblies on appointed days. 
 
I do not think there is a city with a better record for church-going, doing honour to God’s 
ordinances, keeping feast-days, giving alms and hospitality to strangers, confirming 
betrothals, contracting marriages, celebrating weddings, providing feasts, entertaining 
guests, and also, it may be added, in care for funerals and for the burial of the dead. The 
only plagues of London are the immoderate drinking of fools and the frequency of fires. 
 
To this it may be added that almost all the bishops, abbots and magnates of England are 
in a sense citizens and freemen of London, having their own splendid town-houses. In 
them they live, and spend largely, when they are summoned to great councils by the king 
or by their metropolitan, or drawn thither by their private affairs. 
 
We now come to speak of the sports of the city, for it is not fitting that a city should be 
merely useful and serious-minded, unless it be also pleasant and cheerful.  Instead of 
shows in the theatre and stage-plays, London provides plays of a more sacred character, 
wherein are presented the miracles worked by saintly confessors or the sufferings which 
made illustrious the constancy of martyrs. Furthermore, every year on the day called  
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Carnival—to begin with the sports of boys (for we were all boys once)—scholars from 
the different schools bring fighting-cocks to their masters, and the whole morning is set 
apart to watch their cocks do battle in the schools, for the boys are given a holiday that 
day. After dinner all the young men of the town go out into the fields in the suburbs to 
play ball. The scholars of the various schools have their own ball, and almost all the 
followers of each occupation have theirs also. The seniors and the fathers and the wealthy 
magnates of the city come on horseback to watch the contests of the younger generation, 
 
 
and in their turn recover their lost youth: the motions of their natural heat seem to be 
stirred in them at the mere sight of such strenuous activity and by their participation in 
the joys of unbridled youth. 
 
On feast-days throughout the summer the young men indulge in the sports of archery, 
running, jumping, wrestling, slinging the stone, hurling the javelin beyond a mark and 
fighting with sword and buckler. Cytherea leads the dance of maidens, and until the moon 
rises, the earth is shaken with flying feet. 
 
In winter on almost every feast-day before dinner either foaming boars, armed with 
lightning tusks, fight for their lives “to save their bacon”, or stout bulls with butting 
horns, or huge bears do battle with the hounds let loose upon them. When the great marsh 
that washes the north wall of the city is frozen over, swarms of young men issue forth to 
play games on the ice. Some, gaining speed in their run, with feet set well apart, slide 
sideways over a vast expanse of ice. Others make seats out of a large lump of ice, and 
whilst one sits thereon, others with linked hands run before and drag him along behind 
them. So swift is their sliding motion that sometimes their feet slip, and they all fall on 
their faces. Others, more skilled at winter sports, put on their feet the shin-bones of 
animals, binding them firmly round their ankles, and holding poles shod with iron in their 
hands, which they strike from time to time against the ice, they are propelled swift as a 
bird in flight or a bolt shot from an engine of war. Sometimes, by mutual consent, two of 
them run against each other in this way from a great distance, and, lifting their poles, 
each tilts against the other. Either one or both fall, not without some bodily injury, for, as 
they fall, they are carried along a great way beyond each other by the impetus of their 
run, and wherever the ice comes in contact with their heads, it scrapes off the skin utterly. 
Often a leg or an arm is broken, if the victim falls with it underneath him; but theirs is an 
age greedy of glory, youth yearns for victory, and exercises itself in mock combats in 
order to carry itself more bravely in real battles. 

 
 
Excerpt from English Historical Documents 1042–1189, edited by David C. Douglas and 
George W. Greenaway (New York: Oxford University Press; London: Eyre & 
Spottiswoode, 1953), Volume II, pp. 956–961. Reprinted by permission of the publisher. 


